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Adding and Deleting Unusual Action Codes 
 
It is often necessary to add or delete a specific unusual action code for a group of students.  Doing this 
manually through the Unusual Action screen (SM5003) is both tedious and time consuming.  Instead of 
manually entering this data, you can add or delete unusual actions for a group of students in batch.  
 
There are two steps involved for adding or deleting unusual action codes using this method. You must 
first identify the student records you want to update by creating a file using DataExpress. You then use 
the appropriate job to add or delete an unusual action code for the students in the file. The two steps 
are described in further detail below: 
 
1. Create a file of students   
  

Using DataExpress, create a file that consists of the students to which you want to add or delete an 
unusual action code.  

• Only SID and YRQ separated by a space can be in the file. No other data should be added. 
For example: 

 
819001111 B672 
819221717 B672 
 

The YRQ represents entries in the Actn Entr Date field on SM5003 and must be the same for 
all students in the file. 

• Select Output file format option #15 – ASCII Fixed Format when running the DX procedure. 
• Save the file as ../GEN/filename   For example,  ../GEN/VETERANS. The exact name you 

assign to the file is used when scheduling the job as defined below.  
 
2. Run the appropriate job to add or delete an unusual action code for students in the file 

 
Adding Unusual Actions 
To add an unusual action code to all students in the file, run job SM5230J, Unusual Actn Update 
from Datax. This job assigns the unusual action code entered in the job scheduling parameter to all 
students in the file.  Use the following parameters: 
 

Parameter: Your response: 
SM5230-ACTN Enter the unusual action code that you want added to the records of 

the students in the file. 
SM5230-ENTR-DATE Enter a year-quarter that will be associated with the unusual action 

codes that get assigned to students in the file. This YRQ will appear 
in the ACTN ENTR DATE column on the Student Unusual Action 
screen (SM5003). The year-quarter MUST be the same YRQ that is 
included in the DX file. 

SM5230-FILENAME Enter the name of the file of students that you created in DATAX. 
The name must be in the following format: 
../GEN/filename   For example  ../GEN/VETERANS 
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SM5230-ORIG Enter a 4-character name for the office or employee assigning the 
unusual action code to the students in the file. For example, LIB or 
CASH. This name will appear in the ACTN ORIG ID column on the 
Student Unusual Action screen (SM5003). 

 
Deleting Unusual Actions 
To delete an unusual action code for all students in the file, run job SM5231J, Unusual Actn Delete 
from Datax. This job deletes the unusual action code entered in the job scheduling parameter for all 
students in the file.  Use the following parameters: 
 

Parameter: Your response: 
SM5231-ACTN Enter the unusual action code that you want deleted from the 

records of all students in the file. If left blank, no records will be 
deleted. 

SM5231-ENTR-DATE Enter a year-quarter that is attached to the unusual action code 
assigned to students in the file.  All unusual action codes defined in 
the SM5231-ACTN parameter that are associated with this YRQ, will 
be deleted. WARNING: if this parameter is left blank, all unusual 
actions of students in the file that match the SM5231-ACTN entry 
will be deleted, regardless of YRQ. 

SM5231-FILENAME Enter the name of the file of students that you created in DATAX. 
The name must be in the following format: 
../GEN/filename  For example  ../GEN/VETERANS 

 
 

The job scheduling instructions for both SM5230J and SM5231J are on the SBCTC-IT web site. You can 
run the jobs at any time.  
 
Both jobs produce the SM5230 – Student Record Update report, which lists all the SIDs processed in the 
job run.  


